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ABSTRACT
In mineral exploration, new methods to improve the delineation of ore deposits at
depth are in demand. For this purpose, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio through
suitable data processing is an important requirement. Seismic reflection methods have
proven to be useful to image mineral deposits. However, in most hard rock environ-
ments, surface waves constitute the most undesirable source-generated or ambient
noise in the data that, especially given their typical broadband nature, often mask the
events of interest like body-wave reflections and diffractions. In this study, we show
the efficacy of a two-step procedure to suppress surface waves in an active-source
reflection seismic dataset acquired in the Ludvika mining area of Sweden. First, we
use seismic interferometry to estimate the surface-wave energy between receivers,
given that they are the most energetic arrivals in the dataset. Second, we adaptively
subtract the retrieved surface waves from the original shot gathers, checking the qual-
ity of the unveiled reflections. We see that several reflections, judged to be from the
mineralization zone, are enhanced and better visualized after this two-step procedure.
Our comparison with results from frequency-wavenumber filtering verifies the effec-
tiveness of our scheme, since the presence of linear artefacts is reduced. The results
are encouraging, as they open up new possibilities for denoising hard rock seismic
data and, in particular, for imaging of deep mineral deposits using seismic reflections.
This approach is purely data driven and does not require significant judgment on the
dip and frequency content of present surface waves, which often vary from place to
place.

Key words: Data processing, Ludvika mines, Seismic Interferometry, Seismics, Sur-
face waves.

INTRODUCTIO N

The main aim of a mineral exploration programme is to dis-
cover new deposits in a cost-effective and environmentally
friendly manner. The exploration process usually starts by
looking for mineral targets that can be of economic interest as
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observed in surface and aerial measurements and by sampling
geological areas that have a potential to yield commercially vi-
able concentrations of minerals. It is important to determine if
the exploration project is likely to be profitable. To do so, it is
necessary to know the full extent of the mineralized horizons
and their geometry, as well as their host rock.

The Bergslagen mineral district in central Sweden is char-
acterized by several multi-commodity mineral deposits. In par-
ticular, the district is known by its iron oxide apatite-bearing
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Seismic-interferometric surface-wave suppression 201

Figure 1 Magnetic map of the Blötberget mine showing the signature of the mineralization zone and the location of the seismic profile (magenta
line) used in this study. The white and blue circles indicate positions of boreholes used for downhole logging.

deposits, since they are the most abundant and economically
important natural resources in this area (Stephens 2009). Our
study area is located in Blötberget, part of the Bergslagen dis-
trict and the Ludvika mines (Fig. 1). The Blötberget iron oxide
deposit was exploited up to a depth of approximately 240 m,
until the mining operation stopped in the year 1979 due to the
low market price of iron ore (Malehmir et al. 2017). How-
ever, new favourable market conditions accompanied by the
increase of the iron-ore price a few years ago (2011–2014),
which is currently between four and five times higher, encour-
aged a number of initiatives for a reassessment of the deposit
and possible generation of new targets (Maries et al. 2017a;
Yehuwalashet and Malehmir 2018).

Currently, the ore deposits being mined are characterized
by shallow depths due to the ease of their exploration and

extraction. But as these ore deposits are already discovered,
new ore discoveries in the near future would be at rela-
tively larger depths. To explore for such deeper targets ef-
fectively, efficient and high-resolution methods are needed.
In this regard, an ever-increasing utilization of seismic meth-
ods in mineral exploration and mine planning is notewor-
thy (e.g. Eaton, Bernd and Salisbury 2003; Koivisto et al.

2012; Malehmir et al. 2012 and references therein; Mali-
nowski, Schetselaar and White 2012; Manzi et al. 2012;
Buske, Bellefleur and Malehmir 2015 and references therein).
There is a significant growth in the last few years in the
use of these methods due to their capability of explor-
ing relatively greater depths (e.g. 850 m and deeper for
our case) with higher resolution compared to other geo-
physical methods, making them more convenient for deep
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mineral exploration. However, because the seismic impedance
contrast between the mineral deposit and the embedding
medium is commonly low, a good signal-to-noise ratio is
needed in order to enable better imaging and characteriza-
tion of the targets.

In exploration seismology, surface waves (sometimes
also referred to as ground roll) constitute a form of source-
generated energy. These waves propagate along the Earth’s
surface and are generally the most energetic arrivals in land
seismic records. Surface waves are strongly influenced by the
elastic properties of the subsurface and, therefore, contain in-
formation that could be useful to characterize the medium they
propagate through (Shearer 2009). However, when one aims
to use reflected body waves for imaging, the surface waves are
considered noise because they often mask the reflection events
of interest, especially in high-noise, near-mine environments.
That is why great efforts are required to suppress the surface
waves (Roots, Calvert and Craven 2017), especially when the
overburden is thick or has a large impedance contrast with
the underlying crystalline bedrock.

Conventionally, surface waves can be suppressed already
in the field by deploying receiver arrays instead of single sta-
tions, or in the recorded data during processing using suitable
filters in the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) or frequency-offset
(f-x) domains (Yilmaz 2001). Such filtering methods can be
ineffective when the surface waves occupy the same regions in
the f-k or f-x domains as the reflected body waves that we wish
to preserve (Xue, Aoki and Schuster 2009; Konstantaki et al.

2015a). Additionally, an incorrect choice of the f-k or f-x filter
parameters may lead to the appearance of artefacts, affecting
the quality of the seismic images. In this study, we illustrate
the application of a novel method of surface-wave noise sup-
pression for deep mineral exploration through utilization of
seismic interferometry (SI). Using SI, we estimate the surface-
wave energy between receivers in a purely data-driven man-
ner. We then subtract the retrieved surface-wave energy in an
adaptive way from the original data to obtain shot gathers
with higher signal-to-noise ratio. These results can be then
used in seismic reflection-data processing and imaging. This
technique has been referred to as interferometric surface-wave
suppression by a number of authors studying the application
of SI for the purpose of surface-wave suppression. Dong, He
and Schuster (2006) and Halliday et al. (2010) showed re-
sults in the context of hydrocarbon exploration, whereas Kon-
stantaki et al. (2015b) and Liu, Draganov and Ghose (2018)
showed results for near-surface applications. These studies
suggest how surface waves between two receivers could be re-
trieved by cross-correlating recorded traces at these receivers,

and how subsequently these retrieved responses could be used
for surface-wave suppression. These authors also illustrated
that, compared to other surface-wave suppression methods,
the interferometric method can naturally predict the surface
waves in the shot gather without the use of any a priori ve-
locity model and can suppress the surface waves through the
use of a least-square matching filter. Nevertheless, to date the
number of applications of this technique to noisy field seis-
mic data is rather limited and, to the best of our knowledge,
there are no applications in hard rock mining environments
reported so far.

In this study, we apply interferometric surface-wave
suppression for imaging the iron oxide mineralization
in Blötberget, using seismic reflection data acquired in 2016
(Malehmir et al. 2017; Maries et al. 2017b). This study is
part of a larger effort in exploring the potential of the ac-
quired seismic dataset at the site for delineating the deep iron
oxide mineralization zone (Malehmir et al. 2019).

BLÖTBERGET IRON OXIDE D EPOSIT

The study area, Blötberget in the Ludvika mining area (Fig. 1),
is located in Bergslagen in central Sweden, one of the major
mineral districts in the country. The mineralization in Bergsla-
gen comprises a banded-iron formation, skarn-type iron oxide
deposits and apatite-rich iron oxide deposits, with the latter
deposits accounting for more than 40% of the iron ore pro-
duced in the country (Magnusson 1970; Stephens et al. 2000).
Bergslagen has always been economically important, but due
to the low metal prices in the 1980–1990s, output from the
mines decreased or even stopped, leading to just a few mines
operating in the region. In particular, Blötberget is well known
for its rich and high-quality iron oxide deposit. However, the
mining operation ceased in 1979, with most of the mining
taking place at approximately 240 m depth at the time of clo-
sure. Nowadays, there is a renewed interest in exploring and
mining this deposit, but also similar ones in the area, due to
accessibility to the market and the recent advancements made
in low-cost mining and metallurgical technologies. A number
of recent works in the Blötberget and neighbouring areas are
aimed at achieving a better understanding of the mineraliza-
tion at depth, as well as at technological developments (e.g.
Place et al. 2015; Malehmir et al. 2017; Yehuwalashet and
Malehmir 2018).

The mineralization in Blötberget consists of magnetite
and hematite. Additionally, apatite and small amounts of
quartz and calc-silicate minerals are present. The deposit con-
tains approximately 55 Mt of iron with an average iron
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content of 41%, dominantly from magnetite, but it is also
composed of several horizons where hematite is rich or no-
tably present. The hematite ores are less massive than the mag-
netite ones, and their skarn host-rock mineralogy is slightly
different, containing more quartz and feldspar. The origin of
the iron oxide apatite-bearing deposit is considered to be syn-
volcanic, although this is disputed, with a new study favouring
a magmatic to high-temperature hydrothermal origin (Jonsson
et al. 2013). The mineralized units dip moderately (about 45°)
towards the southeast down to 500 m, at which depth they be-
come gently dipping until the known depth of approximately
800–850 m (known from historical one-inch diameter holes;
Maries et al. 2017a). Deeper than that level, the mineraliza-
tion units still need to be explored (Malehmir et al. 2017;
Maries et al. 2017a).

SE ISMIC D ATA A C QUI S I T I ON

The two-dimensional reflection seismic dataset used in this
study was acquired in a field campaign in 2016 that used
both wireless and cabled recorders (Maries et al. 2017b). Fig-
ure 1 shows the seismic profile (magenta crooked line), along
which the sources and receivers were positioned. The white
and blue circles indicate the position of historical boreholes in
the area. The profile was designed such that it intersects per-
pendicularly the strike direction of the known mineralization
in order to keep any possible cross-dip and three-dimensional
scattering effects to a minimum. The aim of the 2016 survey
was to delineate any potential depth extension of the miner-
alization towards the southeast, which could not be achieved
in an earlier survey conducted in 2015 using mainly a land-
streamer system. The landstreamer survey was characterized
by a lower common midpoint (CMP) fold coverage and as a re-
sult could only confirm the known mineralization (Malehmir
et al. 2017). The 2016 survey consisted of two profiles. One
of them was positioned along the profile of the 2015 sur-
vey, but only north of road 50. This 2016 profile used ca-
bled units and 24 wireless units; the latter was planted in
the southern part of the profile. The second profile, shorter
and perpendicular to the first profile, used only wireless units.
The second profile is not the focus of this study. The spacing
between receivers as well as the spacing between shots was
5 m. A 500-kg Bobcat drophammer was used as the seismic
source.

Markovic et al. (2020) showed the conventional process-
ing results for this dataset merged with the 2015 dataset in
order to improve the CMP fold and handle the low signal-to-
noise ratio of the data in the area.

SE ISMIC INTERFEROMETRY WITH ACTIVE
SOURCES FOR SURFACE-WAVE RETRIEVAL

Seismic interferometry (SI) generally refers to the principle
of retrieving seismic responses from virtual sources by cross-
correlating seismic observations at different receiver locations.
One can distinguish between controlled-source and passive
SI (Wapenaar, Draganov and Robertson 2008). Controlled-
source SI refers to the process of retrieving the response be-
tween two receivers A and B as if there was a source at one
of the receiver locations. This process is carried out, most
commonly, by cross-correlating the recordings at the two re-
ceivers and stacking the cross-correlations over all available
controlled sources (Wapenaar and Fokkema 2006).

For an active-source seismic survey, the retrieved re-
sponse between two receivers at positions xA and xB can be
written as (Halliday et al. 2007)

û (xB, xA, ω) + û∗ (xB, xA, ω) ≈
N∑

n=1

û (xB, xn, ω)

× û∗ (xA, xn, ω), (1)

where û(xB, xn, ω) is the frequency-domain response, as indi-
cated by the hat (ˆ) above u, of a recording at receiver xB from
a source at xn; the asterisk (∗) denotes complex conjugation in
the frequency domain, which corresponds to a time-reversed
version of a quantity in the time domain (i.e. u(xB, xA, −t)
in our case). N represents the number of active sources. If
an active source emits an impulse, û(xB, xA, ω) would repre-
sent an impulse response. For transient sources, û(xB, xA, ω)
would represent a pressure or a particle velocity recording
convolved with the autocorrelation of the sources’ time func-
tion. Through equation (1), we can turn the receiver at xA into
a virtual source. If we keep the receiver at xA fixed and repeat
the correlation and summation process for all other receivers,
the retrieved result would approximate a virtual common-
source gather with a virtual source located at xA. The theory
of SI requires that the sources effectively surround the re-
ceivers and illuminate them homogeneously (Wapenaar and
Fokkema 2006). When the receivers are at the surface, that
is, û represents a particle velocity recording, active sources
are required only in the subsurface (Wapenaar and Fokkema
2006). For the usual seismic exploration, the active sources are
present at the surface, where they are not required. As a con-
sequence, the retrieved result would contain not only physical
arrivals but also spurious contributions to the interferometric
estimate like virtual refractions and non-physical reflections
(e.g., Mikesell et al. 2009; Draganov et al. 2010; Draganov,
Heller and Ghose 2012; King and Curtis 2012; Draganov et al.
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Table 1 Steps to suppress surface waves and process seismic reflection
data to obtain the final stacked section

Step Instruction

1 Raw data with static corrections applied
2 Band-pass filter 10 – 20 – 40 – 50 Hz
3 Seismic interferometry to estimate the surface waves
4 Adaptive subtraction of the estimated surface waves
5 20 Hz low-cut filter
6 Automatic gain correction
7 Velocity analysis
8 Normal Move Out (NMO) correction
9 Common midpoint/ensemble stack

2013; Boullenger and Draganov 2016; Place and Malehmir
2016). The retrieved physical events include direct body and
surface waves, and events that have the correct kinematics of
reflections, with the latter obtained from cross-correlation be-
tween two consecutive orders of free-surface multiples. These

events with kinematics of reflections are characterized by am-
plitudes and wavelet phases that are different from those that
would be recorded from an active source at the position of
the virtual source. Because of that, they are also referred to as
pseudo-physical reflections (Löer et al. 2013).

For a laterally homogeneous medium, sources at points
in-line with the receivers, whose recordings are to be corre-
lated, will contribute to the retrieval of direct body or surface-
wave arrivals. Such points are called stationary. Actually, the
main contributions to the retrieved direct body and surface
waves come from sources in the Fresnel zone around the sta-
tionary points (Snieder 2004) – the so-called stationary-phase
region (since the rays from such source positions are nearly
parallel, and interfere constructively in the summation). For
retrieval of direct (P-, S-, or surface) waves from active sources
at the surface, all in-line points are stationary; for retrieval
of pseudo- or non-physical reflections and scattered surface
waves only a few points are stationary. This way, the result
retrieved by SI will be dominated by surface waves. Note that
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Figure 2 Example of one of the common-shot gather acquired in the field (Ludvika mine), which is used for adaptive subtraction of surface
waves. The active source is positioned at station 150. In green, we highlight the surface waves that contaminate the dataset and overlap the
mineralization-zone reflections (red arrows).
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Figure 3 Result of application of SI for retrieval of the response of a virtual source at station 150, to be used as an estimation of the surface-wave
energy. Highlighted in green are the retrieved surface waves. It can be seen that they are dominant and well represented.

if we assume that the surface sources mainly contribute to ex-
citement of the fundamental mode, the fundamental mode re-
trieved by SI would be correct. To retrieve also higher modes,
sources in the subsurface are also required (Halliday and Cur-
tis 2008; Kimman and Trampert 2010; van Dalen, Wapenaar
and Halliday 2014; van Dalen et al. 2015).

If each source position within an exploration survey is lo-
cated near a receiver position, then a corresponding retrieved
virtual source–receiver pair with its estimated surface waves
can be found for each active source–receiver pair. These es-
timates can be adaptively subtracted from the full responses
recorded in the field, thus applying interferometric surface-
wave suppression (Dong et al. 2006; Halliday et al. 2010;
Konstantaki et al. 2015b; Liu et al. 2018).

For this study, in order to test the interferometric surface-
wave suppression and extraction method on the Blötberget
seismic reflection dataset, we isolate and process only the 2016
dataset (magenta line in Fig. 1) since it is the most complete

one, the source and receiver spacing is more regular, and it
has no complication due to landstreamer overlaps. All these
factors help us avoid challenges in the retrieval of the SI re-
sponse. From this part of the 2016 dataset, we have not used
the northernmost 50 stations for surface-wave retrieval. These
stations correspond to the curved part of the 2016 line, for
which the active sources are positioned in line only with a few
neighbouring receivers, precluding retrieval of direct surface
waves. Note that in the particular situation of the Ludvika
seismic data, there are receivers at every active-source loca-
tion. Therefore, we can safely assume that the surface waves
are well represented at each position.

A D A P T I V E S U B T R A C T I O N

To perform adaptive subtraction, we estimate a shaping filter
that minimizes the difference between the field-recorded data
with the surface waves and the surface waves retrieved by the
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Figure 4 Result after adaptively subtracting the surface waves estimated using SI (Fig. 3) from the original raw data (Fig. 2). The part of the
dataset where surface waves were filtered is highlighted in green. Surface waves are suppressed, and the mineralization-zone signature is better
illuminated (red arrows). The yellow arrows indicate the remaining surface-wave energy.

application of seismic interferometry (SI) to the field-recorded
data. In other words, we solve the following minimization
problem for f using the least-squares criterion:

min
f

||D − fDSW||, (2)

where D is data with all the information (raw data) and DSW

are the surface waves retrieved by SI applied to D. The vertical
double bars (‖ · ‖) denote the L2-norm. After obtaining f, the
data with reflections after suppression of the surface waves
(Drefl) are obtained by

Drefl = D − fDSW, (3)

where the multiplication (or convolution in time) between the
estimated shaping filter f and DSW leads to fDSW, which then
will be directly subtracted from D, giving Drefl. We perform
different tests by varying the parameters of the adaptive sub-
traction (e.g. filter length and time and space windows) in
order to find the most suitable filter that suppresses the sur-
face waves in an optimal way.

R E S U L T S

The primary aim of this study is to illustrate the effectiveness
of the interferometric surface-wave suppression method, ap-
plied to shot gathers of field data (Blötberget 2016 dataset,
Maries et al. 2017b). For this reason, the data-processing
work follows a conventional common midpoint (CMP) stack-
ing workflow after suppression of the surface waves. Table 1
shows a summary of the processing steps that we implement
to suppress the surface waves and to process the seismic data
in order to obtain the final stacked section. We apply SI to the
recorded active-source data in order to estimate the surface-
wave energy between the receivers. We then adaptively sub-
tract the retrieved result from the original active data to sup-
press the surface waves. Prior to surface-wave suppression,
the data are subjected to surface-consistent refraction static
corrections (Malehmir et al. 2017; Markovic et al. 2020). Be-
fore applying SI, we first filter the data using a band-pass
filter between 20 and 45 Hz, by studying the power spectra
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Figure 5 Results after adaptively subtracting the surface waves estimated using SI (Fig. 3) with filter lengths of (a) 50, (b) 100 and (c) 200
samples. The red circles indicate the areas where the filter artefacts arise.

of several shot gathers. The main idea is to reject frequen-
cies that might contain reflection and refraction information
in order to have the SI data that retrieve predominantly the
surface waves, while having nearly no reflection energy re-
trieved. Even though the application of SI to data from active
sources recorded at the surface naturally suppresses retrieval
of body-wave reflections and favours the retrieval of surface
waves, this extra step of filtering for reflection attenuation
only strengthens the surface-wave retrieval.

Malehmir et al. (2017) and Markovic et al. (2020)
showed in their work the reflections to be interpreted from

the mineralization zone already visible in a raw shot gather;
those reflections become more evident after a few prestack
processing operations. In Fig. 2, we show an example of
a common-source gather as recorded in the field. In green,
we highlight the surface waves that contaminate the data
and interfere with the known mineralization-related reflec-
tions (red arrows). We subject such common-source gathers
to band-pass filtering and application of SI. Figure 3 shows
the retrieved surface waves after the application of SI. We
can note that the retrieved surface waves are dominant and
well-represented (green areas). We then perform adaptive
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Figure 6 Result showing the suppression of the surface waves using f-k filter on the shot gather shown in Fig. 2. The part of the dataset where
surface waves were filtered is highlighted in green. The yellow arrows indicate the remaining surface-wave energy; the magenta arrows point to
linear artefacts produced by f-k filter.

subtraction of the result in Fig. 3 from the original data in
Fig. 2. Figure 4 shows the result for the same shot gather as
in Fig. 2 but after surface-wave removal and after applying
a low-cut (20 Hz) filter in order to suppress surface-wave
energy remaining. It can be seen that the surface waves are
suppressed, and the reflections from the mineralization zone
(red arrows) can now be appreciated also at later times. The
mineralization signature is represented by reflection events
that are hyperbolic in nature, though in this case, they ex-
hibit very little curvature. Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c show the
results when using a filter length of 50, 100, and 200 sam-
ples, respectively. While changing the time and space win-
dow sizes does not generate appreciable variations, we can
see that increasing the filter length generates undesired arte-
facts at earlier times (red circles). Therefore, we apply equa-
tion (2) using two-dimensional (2D) windows (spatial width
of traces, time length of 0.1 s) with a filter length of 50 sam-
ples and an iterative least-squares fit with a conjugate-gradient

algorithm to design the 2D matching filters (Verschuur,
Berkhout and Wapenaar 1992; Guitton and Verschuur
2004).

To compare these results with results derived from tech-
niques that are commonly applied, for example, f-k filtering,
we perform a power-spectrum analysis and design a polygon
filter for each common-shot gather to reject the surface-wave
noise. In order to avoid suppression of frequencies represent-
ing reflection energy, we constrain the filters between 5 and 60
Hz frequency and 1400 and 3400 m/s velocity. In Fig. 6, we
present the result of the application of the designed f-k filter to
the common-shot gather in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the
surface-wave noise is suppressed as well. However, compar-
ing this result with the one obtained from the interferometric
surface-wave suppression, we see that some high-amplitude
linear events (yellow arrows in Fig. 6) still remain after the
f-k filtering, while they are suppressed in Fig. 4. These linear
events represent remaining surface-wave energy, which are
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7 Power spectrum in the frequency-wavenumber domain for (a) the shot gather prior to any processing, (b) the same shot gather after
interferometric surface-wave suppression and (c) after surface-wave suppression using f-k filtering. The red area highlights the part where the
surface waves are located.

still present as the f-k filter was designed in order to preserve
the reflection events of interest. Additionally, the application
of the f-k filter has produced some linear artefacts (magenta
arrows in Fig. 6). Furthermore, the seismic reflection signa-
ture of the mineralization zone is better preserved in Fig. 4.
Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c show the power spectrum in the f-k
domain for the same shot gather prior to any processing, after
interferometric surface-wave suppression, and after f-k filter-
ing, respectively. We can easily identify the surface waves in
Fig. 7a (red area); this helps the selection of parameters and
the design of the f-k filter as mentioned above. Comparing
Figs 7b and 7c, we can see that both methods are effective
and help suppress the surface-wave energy. However, it is
also clear that the use of f-k filter results in a very aggressive
suppression of the frequencies and that, in this case, some
artefacts are produced.

After the suppression of the surface waves, we apply a
conventional processing sequence to obtain the stacked seis-
mic section. We first apply an automatic gain control for am-
plitude balancing. After that, we obtain a preliminary stacked
section using a one-dimensional (1D) velocity model. The
1D velocity model is built using a root-mean-square veloc-
ity obtained for one representative common midpoint (CMP)
gather. The CMP spacing is 2.5 m. As expected, the CMP fold
increases at the centre of the line where a better illumination
is achieved.

Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c show the preliminary unmigrated
stacked sections between CMP 270 and CMP 860 using the
1D velocity model obtained from the raw dataset, from the
dataset after surface-waves suppression using f-k filtering and
from the data after interferometric surface-wave suppression,

respectively. The latter two results already show improved
imaging of the mineralization zone (red arrows), which is rep-
resented by linear reflectors slightly dipping in the SE direc-
tion. It is clear that the high-amplitude and high-frequency
linear events, which represent surface-wave noise, are well
suppressed in both cases (Figs 8b and 8c). Nevertheless, in case
of interferometric surface-wave suppression, the linear noise
artefacts are avoided and the mineralization zone is better im-
aged. Note that even though the interferometric suppression
of surface waves performs better, it does not suppress all the
surface-wave energy (yellow arrows in Fig. 4). Therefore, we
can see steeper linear events in the stacked section that we
interpret as surface-wave energy that still remains (yellow ar-
rows in Fig. 8c) at places corresponding to lower CMP fold
in the active-source data.

Note further that the seismic stacked section after inter-
ferometric surface-wave suppression also reveals a shallower,
slightly curved reflector around 0.1 s. Such a reflector is ob-
scured by linear surface-wave noise in Fig. 8a and partly cov-
ered by the remaining surface-wave noise (and possibly by f-k
filtering artefacts) in Fig. 8b (yellow arrows).

Through generating constant-velocity stacks, we per-
form a velocity analysis along the line to better image the
mineralization-zone reflections and new potential geological
structures. This velocity analysis is carried out by generat-
ing constant-velocity stacks between 3000 and 8000 m/s with
an increment of 100 m/s. After this, we create a 2D velocity
model to generate a final stacked section of the subsurface.
Only a conventional CMP processing flow is applied, focus-
ing on noise attenuation and signal enhancement by frequency
filtering.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8 Preliminary unmigrated stacked section, using an 1D ve-
locity model obtained from (a) the raw dataset, (b) the dataset after
surface-wave suppression using f-k filter and (c) the dataset after in-
terferometric surface-wave suppression. The red arrows point to the
imaged mineralization zone. The yellow arrows mark artefacts gen-
erated by f-k filtering and noises that remain in the dataset.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9 As in Fig. 8, but using the picked 2D velocity model.
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Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c show the unmigrated stacked sec-
tion of the subsurface between CMP 270 and CMP 860 us-
ing the picked 2D velocities and applied to the raw dataset,
to the data with surface waves suppressed using f-k filter-
ing and to the data after interferometric surface-wave sup-
pression, respectively. Again, we obtain better results for in-
terferometric surface-wave suppression. We can see that the
images are clearer for both surface-wave filtering methods,
using the same velocity model. However, Fig. 9c, which corre-
sponds to interferometric surface-wave suppression, appears
to be less noisy and the mineralization-zone reflectors (red
arrows) are more continuous. We notice some linear events
in Fig. 9b (yellow arrows) which are artefacts of the f-k fil-
tering due to remaining surface-wave energy. The shallower
structures at earlier times (around 0.1 s) are, once again,
clearer when interferometric surface-wave suppression is
performed.

In order to quantify the comparison between these two
techniques, we calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for the
latter images obtained using the raw data, using the data af-
ter f-k filtering for surface-wave suppression, and using the
data after interferometric surface-wave suppression. We se-
lect two windows from these images, one window to repre-
sent the signal (where the mineralization-zone reflections are
located), and a second window to represent the background
energy (i.e. the noise). We then compute the ratio of their
summed squared magnitude to obtain the S/N. We choose
both windows between CMP 500 and CMP 630. The win-
dow corresponding to the signal is located between 310 and
400 ms, and the window representing the noise is located be-
tween 550 and 640 ms. For the image obtained using the raw
data, the S/N is 5.25. For the image obtained using the data af-
ter f-k filtering for surface-wave suppression, the S/N is 6.03.
For the image obtained using the data after interferometric
surface-wave suppression, the S/N is 6.94. Therefore, while
both surface-wave suppression techniques improve the S/N,
the interferometric surface-wave suppression performs clearly
better, resulting in a greater improvement of the subsurface
image. We perform a second comparison using the same signal
window but moving the noise window to a later time, placing
it between 850 and 960 ms. In this case, for the image ob-
tained using raw data, the S/N is 7.15. For the image obtained
using data after f-k filtering for surface-wave suppression, the
S/N is 8.07. For the image obtained using data after interfero-
metric surface-wave suppression, the S/N is 8.09. Again, both
surface-wave suppression techniques show increased S/N, but
the interferometric surface-wave suppression slightly outper-
forms the suppression using f-k filtering.

CONCLUSIONS

We have processed a reflection seismic dataset acquired for ex-
ploration of the iron oxide mineralization zone in Blötberget,
in the Ludvika mining area, south-central Sweden. We ap-
plied seismic interferometry to retrieve dominant surface
waves between receivers while minimizing the retrieved
reflection energy. The retrieved dominant surface waves
were then adaptively subtracted from the original data.
This resulted in a fully data-driven suppression of surface
waves.

We compared stacked sections obtained through the in-
terferometric surface-wave suppression with stacked sections
of the raw data (no surface-wave suppression) and with
stacked sections where the surface waves were suppressed us-
ing frequency-wavenumber filtering. Our results showed not
only an improved delineation of the mineralization zone us-
ing the interferometric surface-wave suppression but also de-
lineation of new features above and below the known ore
deposit.

Our study shows the value of legacy data, and how they
could be optimally reprocessed using new seismic techniques
in order to allow generation of new mineral exploration tar-
gets. It further illustrates the potential of the seismic methods
in exploration of deep deposits.
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